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Simplified. Personalized.
Connected.
Customer experience, built to scale.
For decades, Quadient Inspire, our award-winning
and market-dominating customer communications
management (CCM) platform, has helped
organizations create and deliver personalized,
compliant customer communications across digital
and traditional channels, from one centralized hub.
Quadient believes that the future of CCM lies in
the successful implementation of personalized
customer experience strategies by continuously
improving the customer journey across a growing
variety of technologies, channels and regulations.
Our solutions make it possible for organizations to
access authoritative data to deliver personalized
channel and device-agnostic messages and
interactions across every stage of the customer
lifecycle.

BACKED BY
THE EXPERTS

Gartner, Forrester,
and Aspire

EXPERIENCE

A rich history
of world-class
leadership

PROVEN RESULTS
96% customer
satisfaction rate

EXPERTISE

8 billion personalized
experiences annually

Now, as organizations look to enhance their
communications as a critical element of their overall
customer experience strategy, Quadient continues
its commitment to providing the market with
meaningful and consistent innovation to help meet
their evolving business needs.
We are proud to announce the availability of
Inspire Release 14 (R14) – our most advanced and
comprehensive release to-date. With over 1,100
enhancements and new features to take advantage
of, Quadient Inspire R14 focuses on simplifying the
user experience; enhancing the personalization of
communications; connecting to data, content, and
business applications; and scaling communications
capabilities to meet enterprise demands.

Quadient is on a journey to the cloud
and its Inspire Release 14 is a critical
first step forward to automation
and simpler configuration with
Docker containers and OpenShift
deployments.”
— Source: Marci Maddox & Alan Webber,
“Quadient Analyst Day 2019: Quadient Pushes
the Boundaries of CCM to Explore CXM”. IDC,
December 2019

Any-premise. Anywhere.
Quadient delivers powerful and flexible deployments for cloud, hybrid, and on-premise, so companies don’t get locked into
infrastructures that don’t future-proof their
communications abilities. With comprehensive support for Red Hat® OpenShift®,
Quadient Inspire R14 reduces the time and
effort required to develop, test, deploy,
maintain and upgrade Inspire in public or
private cloud environments, enabling you to
get your communications to market faster
with greater flexibility and highly scalable
performance.
R14 enables you to reduce time to value by
automating the deployment, scaling and

Quadient’s Inspire Exchange
provides a community for
connectors and accelerators to
get up and running quickly. With
Quadient University to support the
education of sample integrations, its
clients and partners can download
and configure any example
workflow, including Guidewire,
Salesforce or Docusign, to fit their
business need.”
— Source: Marci Maddox & Alan Webber,
“Quadient Analyst Day 2019: Quadient Pushes
the Boundaries of CCM to Explore CXM”. IDC,
December 2019

implementation of your containerized applications, remove friction and retain control
of deployments, upgrades and application
management anywhere with Red Hat®
OpenShift®.

INSPIRE R14 @ A GLANCE
Over

OVER 250 SAMPLE WORKFLOWS,

400,000

person hours of dedicated development time

DESIGNS AND CONNECTORS
NOW AVAILABLE IN THE INSPIRE
EXCHANGE COMMUNITY
MARKETPLACE

Resulting in

Simplified user experiences
EMPOWER BUSINESS USERS, IMPROVE
AGILITY
A simplified user experience improves the
management of customer communications and
interactions. R14 brings a number of usability and UX

Over

1,100

new features
and

improvements, allowing non-technical business users
to quickly and easily accomplish tasks to support
customer communications strategies. R14 enables
you to reduce reliance upon IT and meet consumer
demands by empowering business users and
customer service representatives to directly make
content changes to customer communications and
control delivery channels. With Inspire Interactive,
business users have access to manage the messages
and targeting rules for pre-defined content blocks.
Administrators specify which templates may be
accessed by whom and what changes may be
made to ensure brand consistency and compliance.
Quadient Inspire’s synchronized omnichannel preview
enables customer communication teams to review
the output in every format (mobile, tablet, web, etc.)
for fast approval.

Over

250

new plug-and-play sample workflows,
designs and integration connectors
available through Inspire Exchange.

Enhanced personalization
Expand the channels you use to engage your customers based
on their preferences.
Experience3

LEVERAGE EXISTING HTML EMAIL TEMPLATES WITH
INSPIRE R14
Reduce the time and effort required to create personalized,
responsive HTML emails by importing existing HTML templates
into your Inspire environment. With
Inspire as the centralized source for
approved content, business users
have the ability to reuse approved
(compliant) content, edit content
blocks within HTML templates, and
deliver personalized emails that will
wow your customers.

DRIVE ENGAGEMENT WITH STREAMLINED PUSH
NOTIFICATIONS
Increase response rates and track engagement with mobile
phone and in-app push notifications that feature rich content
including images, text, action links and buttons. Omnichannel
proofing enables you to view how mobile and in-app notifications
will appear across various channels including mobile phone,
tablets and smart watches.
SMS

EASILY SCHEDULE, DELIVER AND TRACK SMS
ENGAGEMENT
Inspire Messenger enables you to manage, schedule and send
personalized branded SMS messages as a critical means to
communicate with your customers in real-time. As part of Inspire
R14, we are pleased to announce an expanded list of premium
SMS delivery partners including Twilio®.

Connected technology stacks
Inspire helps you build an open ecosystem to leverage systems and assets across your entire organization – providing access to data, content and workflows for cross-functional initiatives.

SIMPLIFIED AND RELIABLE INTEGRATION
WITH CORE SYSTEMS
At Quadient, we understand the importance of an
integrated technology infrastructure.

SALESFORCE® INTEGRATION
Inspire R14 enables you to easily connect and extend
key systems of record and customer engagement
such as Salesforce® and Guidewire®.

CONNECTORS AND ACCELERATORS
New connectors and accelerators offer the ability
to integrate advanced capabilities in Inspire such as
robotic processing automation (RPA) and automated
language translations.

REST API FOR EASY INTEGRATION
The availability of a standards-based, fully documented REST (Representational State Transfer) API in
Inspire Scaler enables simplified and reliable integration between the Inspire portfolio and other enterprise
systems and/or third-party applications.

Monitoring,
Dashboards &
Reporting

Functionality introduced in
R14 enables developers and
integrators to:
• Leverage the OpenAPI (Swagger)
REST API definition to quickly import
Inspire’s API services into a REST client
(e.g. Postman©) for integration
development and testing.
• Use enterprise monitoring tools to
check and report on the health of the
Inspire solution.
• Dynamically scale processing capacity
by adjusting the number of nodes in
an active processing cluster.

The integration of
the template design,
content authoring and
omni-channel delivery
systems into the
customer journey map
exceeds integrations
typically seen in the
market.”

BRING CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAPS TO LIFE
Quadient Customer Journey Mapping enables you to connect all customer
facing-communications to a comprehensive customer journey map, ensuring
every communication project is accountable to your enterprise CX strategy at
the highest level. Internal stakeholders easily collaborate and share ongoing
feedback within the interface, so improvements are made in real-time.
With R14, you have the ability to embed Microsoft Power BI dashboards
and charts directly into your customer journey maps, connecting you to a
much wider set of data sources and insights. Drill down to discover customer
behavior patterns across all of your customer touchpoints, and leverage our
new persona tool to create detailed customer persona profiles to drive customer experience initiatives.

— Source: Marci Maddox
& Alan Webber, “Quadient
Analyst Day 2019: Quadient
Pushes the Boundaries of
CCM to Explore CXM”. IDC,
December 2019

Built to scale
Quadient gives you the opportunity to expand your communications
capabilities as your business grows in efficient and effective ways with
Inspire. With comprehensive support for Red Hat® OpenShift®, Quadient
Inspire R14 provides highly scalable deployments in public or private cloud
environments, enabling you to get your communications to market faster
with greater flexibility and performance.
Additionally, Inspire helps extend capabilities into complementary areas
including migration from outdated composition systems and the archive
and retrieval of communications.

POWERFUL ARCHIVAL AND RETRIEVAL
Most organizations have multiple disconnected legacy archives containing
mission-critical documents of record and historical data. New regulations
such as the GDPR, HIPAA and CCPA require that companies have quick and
easy access to customer data and historical documentation, which is not
possible with legacy siloed infrastructure.
Quadient Archive & Retrieval is a high-performance, highly scalable
technology that enables you to meet today’s compliance standards and
improve customer experience by providing quick access to historical
documents and data across all channels.
Unlike other solutions, Quadient Archive & Retrieval was specifically
designed and built to handle large output volumes and formats that are
typical in customer communications systems including PDF, XML, and AFP.
When used together with Quadient Inspire, these powerful technologies
enable you to create compelling experiences through meaningful and
personalized batch and on-demand omnichannel communications. Our
solution reduces required storage – helping companies achieve cost savings
and corporate social responsibility (CSR) goals.

Inspire Scaler
may function
primarily as a rapid
deployment tool
for those migrating
or upgrading to
Inspire R14, which
Quadient has revised
for a simplified
user experience,
enhanced
personalization
and preference
management, and
connected stacks—
and it can be built to
scale.”
— Source: Kemal Carr,
President of Madison
Advisors. “Quadient –
Taking the Industry
Farther, Faster”. Dec 2019

MIGRATION MADE EASY
Year by year, project by project and trend by trend; your enterprise has
assembled a large collection of communication systems. What seemed
to be a series of easy solutions to isolated problems has morphed into a
tangled mess of technologies that hurts the customer experience.

Additionally, over the past two decades, the regulatory landscape has
changed many times over. Each of your legacy customer communications
technologies have years of complex, and sometimes outdated regulations
baked into them, creating an unstable foundation.

Quadient helps companies accelerate migration to create a nimble,

With InspireXpress, you’ll:
• Reduce the time and effort
required to migrate legacy
content
• Reduce ongoing costs by
unifying your CCM portfolio,
removing legacy CCM
solutions
• Reduce ongoing
maintenance costs by
consolidating legacy content
and reducing the number of
templates

effective and unified customer communications infrastructure to improve
the customer experience. InspireXpress, our powerful migration technology
applies artificial intelligence, machine learning, and natural language
processing to the time-consuming problem of retiring legacy CCM systems,
saving thousands of person-hours.

About Quadient®
Quadient is the driving force behind the world’s most meaningful customer experiences. By focusing
on four key solution areas including Customer Experience Management, Business Process Automation,
Mail-related Solutions, and Parcel Locker Solutions, Quadient helps simplify the connection between
people and what matters. Quadient supports hundreds of thousands of customers worldwide in their
quest to create relevant, personalized connections and achieve customer experience excellence.
Quadient is listed in compartment B of Euronext Paris (QDT) and belongs to the SBF 120 index.
For more information about Quadient, visit quadient.com/connections.
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